
Sentence Sort
Part A
There are four different types of sentences: statements, commands, exclamations 
and questions. Match the sentences to their sentence types:

Can you write some more examples of each type of sentence? See if your friend 
can label them correctly.
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How cross the crayons are! statement

Where are Duncan's crayons? exclamation

Duncan wants to do some colouring. command

Open the box of crayons. question



Can you complete each sentence by choosing the missing word from the box 
below? Remember to add a capital letter if the word is at the start of the 
sentence.

                               is Duncan?

                               in carefully so you don't go over the lines.

                               a beautiful picture this is!

The crayons are                               .

Challenge Task
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jump what unhappy who why

don't happy colour

Sentence Sort
Part B
Add the correct punctuation mark at the end of each sentence and write what 
type of sentence it is using the lines provided.

Drew Daywalt is the author                                                                      

What a cross-looking crayon this is                                                                 

Open this book carefully                                                                                      

Why have the crayons quit                                                                                                 
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Sentence Sort Answers

Sentence Sort Answers

Part A
There are four different types of sentences: statements, commands, exclamations 
and questions. Match the sentences to their sentence types:

Part A
There are four different types of sentences: statements, commands, exclamations 
and questions. Match the sentences to their sentence types:

Can you write some more examples of each type of sentence? See if your friend 
can label them correctly.

Children's own response.

Can you write some more examples of each type of sentence? See if your friend 
can label them correctly.

Children's own response.

How cross the crayons are! statement

Where are Duncan's crayons? exclamation

Duncan wants to do some colouring. command

Open the box of crayons. question

How cross the crayons are! statement

Where are Duncan's crayons? exclamation

Duncan wants to do some colouring. command

Open the box of crayons. question



Sentence Sort Answers
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Part B
Add the correct punctuation mark at the end of each sentence and write what 
type of sentence it is using the lines provided.

Drew Daywalt is the author. Statement

What a cross-looking crayon this is! Exclamation

Open the book carefully. Command

Why have the crayons quit? Question

Challenge!
Can you complete each sentence by choosing the missing word from the box 
below?

Who is Duncan?

Colour in carefully so you don't go over the lines.

What a beautiful picture this is!

The crayons are unhappy.


